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Forest Products, Paper and
Packaging
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Using Digital Technology
October 16-18, 2018
Prague, Czech Republic

Welcome
Join Us in Prague
We’re bringing together leaders and key voices
from the forest products, paper and packaging industries to join us at the flagship International
SAP Conference for Forest Products, Paper and
Packaging (Prague, October 16-18, 2018).
Global SAP Customers such as International Paper, Evergreen Packaging, Heinzel Group, Koehler
Paper, Smurfit Kappa, UPM, Sappi and more will
share their expertise and knowledge on the topics
driving the industry today and into the future.
We look forward to meeting you and your colleagues in Prague this October.
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CO-LOCATED EVENTS

The 2018 International SAP Conference for Forest Products, Paper and Packaging will be co-located with three other industry
events, bringing together a wide range of the energy and resources community under one roof. Delegates will have the
opportunity to move freely between all conferences and will benefit from cross-industry workshops, keynote presentations,
tracks and partner exhibition. Find out more below:

International SAP Conference for Building Materials
Innovate and Grow Building Materials by Becoming an Intelligent Enterprise
www.tacook.con/sapbuildingmaterials

International SAP Conference for Mining and Metals
Drive Agile Business in Mining and Metals by Becoming an
Intelligent Enterprise
www.tacook.com/sapminingandmetals

International SAP Conference for Chemicals
Inspire and Shape an Intelligent Chemical Enterprise
www.tacook.com/sapchemicals

TOPICS
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Employee
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Transportation
Management

Intelligent Enterprise

Machine
Learning
Cloud
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Welcome from our Event Series Diamond Sponsor

Accenture
Accenture is committed to being the number one innovator and implementer of SAP® solutions, with clear leadership in digital
business transformation, business process improvement, value delivery, and application management. With over 47,000 practitioners of SAP software, Accenture has unmatched global expertise across the full range of SAP solutions for all industries and
lines of business. Its services span technologies covering predictive analytics, Big Data, IoT, machine learning, blockchain, mobility, and cloud. Our global delivery network, proprietary assets, and solutions deliver unmatched support and high performance to
our clients. Our unprecedented go-to-market collaboration on SAP S/4HANA® and the SAP Leonardo methodology helps accelerate core and new industry and line-of-business solutions development. Through the Accenture Liquid Studio for SAP Leonardo,
we co-develop intelligent solutions to simplify and fast-track customers’ journeys to digital businesses.
For more information, visit www.accenture.com

Welcome from our Industry Platinum Sponsor

T.CON
Adding value for our customers is what drives us every day.
The enthusiastic experts of German-based T.CON GmbH & Co. KG work daily to ensure its customers are fit for the future. As an innovative, full-service provider for SAP and an SAP gold
partner, T.CON and its team serve customers worldwide. Together with you, they optimize your
business processes and implement a future-oriented digital strategy.
MES CAT – The newest generation of manufacturing execution systems
MES CAT from T.CON utilizes state-of-the-art technology with full integration with SAP® software to control and monitor production in real time. The MES CAT has the functionality and the
flexibility to track how equipment is used and to notify when equipment is due for maintenance.
This saves valuable time and allows customers to make the most of their production. This scalable solution can run on any combination of OS and database for the SAP NetWeaver® technology platform, including the SAP HANA® business data platform.
TRIM SUITE – Maximizing savings through trim optimization
Companies in the mill industry are all struggling with the same problem: to plan trim optimizations manually is time-consuming and does not always provide the optimal solution. T.CON enables its customers to save time and money with its new TRIM SUITE, the world’s first application for the full-scale creation of trim optimizations.
SMART FOR MILL
SAP S/4HANA® was taken into careful consideration as the SMART FOR MILL template was developed. SMART FOR MILL is a solution for companies that produce laminar products on reels
or made-to-measure products. It provides presets for key processes for length- and area-oriented production, can be implemented quickly, and is designed for operation with SAP
S/4HANA.
Factor E.OS – The one-stop digitalization solution
As a cloud solution for machine learning and shop floor management, FactorE.OS provides
midsize industrial companies a quick and inexpensive entry into Industry 4.0. It offers a modern
solution for any machine – regardless of age or type of machine – with minimal headaches and
downtime. T.CON allows its customers to utilize modern technology, but remains as noninvasive in customers’ daily business as possible.
Together with you, T.CON develops your digitalization strategy, regardless of whether you want
to work with T.CON on an implementation, launch a carve-out project, or get fit for the future as
part of a conversion to SAP S/4HANA.
As an owner-managed company, T.CON focuses on sustainable growth. It achieves this through
the high commitment of its employees, its ongoing training programs to advance knowledge
and skill sets, and of course, by placing you the customer at the centre of all its activities. It is
exactly its long-term, stable relationships with you and its partners that serve as the pillars of
T.CON’s success.
www.team-con.en

Welcome from our Industry Platinum Sponsor

Aicomp
Our idea.
What if you could use standard out-of-the-box business software for your industry-specific processes without having to bend or modify it, allowing you to keep standard maintenance? That is
the main idea behind aicomp | software from AICOMP Consulting Inc. Rather than modify,
VCPowerPack software enhances stable core SAP® software based on your industry specifications, tailoring it to support your individual business processes.
Why aicomp | group?
Because we know your business. We know that the more time you waste with your sales and estimation processes, the less likely it is your customer will buy from you. Our integration with the
SAP software that support sales processes, paired with an unmatched acceleration of product
configuration, turns days of work in your legacy system into minutes on VCPowerPack. Our
benchmark and our promise to you is that you’ll never again have to tell your customers, “Let
me check, I’ll call ya’ back.”
Our solution.
VCPowerPack is the enterprise product configurator for your SAP software. It is:
• Seamlessly, natively integrated with the SAP ERP application
• Multimodel, multiplatform, and multilevel
• Three dimensional: customer, sales, design
With VCPowerPack on the SAP HANA® business data platform, our biggest differentiator is our
translytical (transaction and analytics) DNA. For example, what other configurator shows, analyzes, and sorts all of your machine routings based on:
• Technical capability
• Waste consumption
• Time consumption
• Costs
• Availability
• Real-time and dynamically updates
All this, while still in the configuration phase?
Our integration.
While normal configure, price, and quote (CPQ) tools stop after CPQ has been completed, we
jump-start the downstream process by creating the master data automatically using our
SmartMD software. And what use would all that CPQ data be if you couldn’t share it with CAD,
manufacturing execution, and third-party logistics software? Or with individual apps? Or put it
in the cloud? Because let’s not forget: all our software is available on multiple platforms, including Windows, Mac, iOS, Win10 mobile, and Android. Or in a browser? Or embedded in cloud solutions from SAP, including the SAP Business ByDesign® solution and SAP Hybris® solutions?
Our services.
We not only help you implement and tailor your enterprise resource planning (ERP) software to
support your ERP processes. As an SAP gold partner and number one implementer of SAP
Business ByDesign, we deliver cloud services as well. In supporting SAP Business ByDesign,
SAP SuccessFactors® solutions, and SAP Hybris solutions, we have extended our portfolio to
cover small and midsize enterprises, HR management, human capital management, and customer relationship management (CRM). In addition to that, we’re pairing software and the
cloud by enabling configuration directly in CRM software with our plug-in for SAP Hybris
solutions.
We’re ready to configure your vision. Just contact one of our offices near you in Europe or the
Americas, or go to www.aicomp.com

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2018

These preconference workshops led by industry experts will feature presentations, demos and real-life scenarios. Our workshop leaders have vast experience of working with SAP solutions across a variety of business situations.
Please note that you cannot switch between parallel workshops. Each workshop will include refreshment breaks and lunch. For
more detailed information on our pre-conference workshops please visit the event website.
The following workshops will take place between 09:00 and 17:00
Workshop 1: Digital Innovation with the SAP® Leonardo Digital Innovation System
Kai Aldinger, Julia Neuberger, Ulrich Scholl and Timothy Kaufmann, SAP
Workshop 2: Your Digital Transformation Toward SAP S/4HANA® – Implementation and Deployment Considerations
Michael Lamade and Dr. Stefan Berndt, SAP
Workshop 3: Intelligent Asset Management
Dean Fitt, Alex Mathew, Matthew Easlea, and Minji Lee, SAP
Workshop 4: Leverage Digital Logistics for an Efficient and Responsive Supply Chain
Elinor Castell, Dr. Thomas Griesser, Petra Diessner, and Christina-Maria Reutter, SAP
The following workshops will take place between 09:00 and 12:30
Workshop 5: Advanced Variant Configuration in SAP S/4HANA – Solution Update, Modelling Options, and Integration
Considerations for Attribute-Driven Processes
Stefan Weisenberger and Anke Stoss, SAP
Workshop 6: The Digital Supply Chain – From Strategic Planning to Shop Floor Scheduling
Ray Adams, Beatrice Hulde and Uli Mast, SAP
Workshop 7: Reimagine Strategic Sourcing and Supply Chain
Monica Gassmann, Florian Seebauer and Franz Uhr, SAP
Workshop 8: Financial Planning and Consolidation with SAP® Solutions
Thorsten Jopp and Jose Escolar, SAP
The following workshops will take place between 13:30 and 17:00
Workshop 9: Manufacturing Operational Excellence with SAP® Software
John Harrison, SAP and Peter Flieher and Brad Robb, T.CON
Workshop 10: Transition to the Cloud
Frank Vander Stede and Markus Steer, SAP
Workshop 11: Drive Your Digital Transformation in Customer Experience with SAP C/4HANA (Formerly SAP Hybris)
Liane Geber, Tomas Straka and Alexandru Jijian, SAP
Workshop 12: SAP® Environment, Health, and Safety Management: Connected Worker Safety
Christian Polivka and Martin Hamann, SAP

Agenda Day One
Wednesday October 17, 2018

08:00

Registration and Welcome Refreshments

09:00

Conference Chairman’s Opening Remarks
Pradeep Amladi, SAP

09:05

Welcome and Industry Overview
Eckhardt Siess, SAP
Thorsten Wenzel, SAP

09:30

Joint Opening SAP Keynote: The Intelligent Enterprise - Enabling Digital Transformation
• The intelligent enterprise suite
• SAP C/4 HANA
• Extending business processes
• Machine learning
• SAP HANA® Data Management Suite
Christoph Behrendt, SAP

10:10

Joint Opening Customer Keynote: Next Generation Business Architecture – Embracing the Digital
Age at BASF
• Digitalization and the impact on BASF’s market environment
• Changes in the technology space coming from digital and the opportunity for step change business
innovation
• The BASF landscape – modular and agile
• The interaction of back-end technology, front-end differentiation, and smart data
Wiebe Van der Horst, BASF

10:50

Morning Refreshments and Explore the Shared Exhibition
Forest Products, Paper and
Packaging

Business Innovation

Technology

11:30

Connecting Top Floor to Shop
Floor – Preparing for the Factory
of the Future at Smurfit Kappa
Niall O’Cinneide, Smurfit Kappa

The Increasing Importance of
Customer Experience in the
Chemicals Industry
Pedro Ahlers, SAP

Achieving an Intelligent
Enterprise with Procurement:
SAP S/4HANA and SAR Ariba
Solutions
Florian Seebauer, SAP

12:10

Networking Lunch and Browse the Shared Exhibition

13:30 – 14:10

Sales Enablement the Easy Way
with SAP Fiori® Apps
Nathan Maloney, International
Paper Company

In Pursuit of Opportunities
Presented by the Digital Age
Sergey Dunaev, Severstal

The SAP Leonardo Approach:
Becoming the Intelligent
Enterprise
Andreas Bitterer, SAP

14:20

The Digital Future: A Road Map to
Operational Excellence
Stephan Baumberger, MODEL AG
Christian Baum, MODEL AG
Karl Fuchs, T.CON GmbH & Co. KG
Thomas Blöchl, T.CON GmbH &
Co. KG

SAP S/4HANA – The NextGeneration, Intelligent ERP
Strategy and Road Map for Your
Digital Transformation
Michael Lamade, SAP

Create Your Intelligent Enterprise
with SAP Leonardo Machine
Learning Capabilities
Lena Lindenmaier, SAP

15:00

Afternoon Refreshments and Explore the Shared Exhibition

Agenda Day One
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Forest Products, Paper and
Packaging

Business Innovation

Technology

16:00 – 16:40

Future-Proofing Our Business
with a Strategic Move to SAP
Extended Warehouse Management
Irena Männle, Koehler Paper
Group (Papierfabrik August
Koehler SE)

Embracing the New Digital
Supply Chain to Make S&OP
More Effective
Anand K. Sundar, SAP

SAP Solutions for Customer
Engagement with Focus on Mill
Products Companies
Liane Geber, SAP

16:50 – 17:30

Digital Manufacturing with SAP
Ready for the Future – Enabling
John Harrison, SAP
Growth the Digital Way!
Hans-Juergen Oppeneiger, Heinzel
Group
Bernhard RumpI, Tieto

17:40

Industry Leadership Panel Discussion: Becoming an Intelligent Enterprise
Hosted By: Eckhardt Siess, SAP
Panellists: Emilie Ditton, IDC / Didier Magnien, Sappi / Laurie Miller, Covestro / John Shellenberger, Johns
Manville

18:20

Wrap-Up of Day One

18:30

Departure for Evening Event

SAP Cloud Platform: Extend, Integrate, and Build New Applications to Meet Agile Business Requirements
Thorston Hopf, SAP

Evening Event
Network. Relax. Enjoy.
Following the first day of the conference, join us for a night of traditional Czech food, networking and entertainment. All
delegates are invited to attend our evening reception and we look forward to sharing more details with you soon. Watch
this space!

Agenda Day Two
Thursday, October 18, 2018

08:00

Registration and Welcome Refreshments

09:00

Welcome Back and Opening of Day Two

09:10

Joint Opening SAP Keynote: The Road to the Intelligent Enterprise
• How enterprise software can help optimize, extend, and transform your business
• What the strategic drivers are for typical enterprise architectures of the future
• How SAP supports its customers’ digital transformation journey
Peter Maier, SAP

09:50

Break for Room Change
Forest Products, Paper and
Packaging

Business Innovation

Technology

10:00

Revamp Your Plant Maintenance
with SAP Fiori® Cloud Apps
Timo Parantainen, UPM-Kymmene
Oyj

Transform Your Logistics Processes with SAP Digital Logistics
Solutions
Elinor Castell, SAP

How SAP Model Company for
Chemicals Services Can Speed
Up Your SAP Software Implementation
Dr. Heidger Marx, SAP

10:40

Morning Refreshment Break and Explore the Shared Exhibition

11:30

End-to-End Business Process
Integration in the Digital Packaging Workflow
Thorsten Möller, Elopak GmbH
Jing Leng, Elopak GmbH
Michael Lauterbach,
Dr. Lauterbach & Partner GmbH

12:10

Lunch, Networking and Explore the Shared Exhibition

13:30 – 14:10

Redefining Procurement Transformation in the Digital Age with
SAP Ariba® Solutions
Sanjay Srivastava, Evergreen
Packaging

14:20

SAP Cloud for Customer Goes
CPQ at Mondi
Alexandra Dianics, Mondi Group
Rainer Foerster, AICOMP
Consulting Inc.

15:00

Afternoon Refreshment Break and Explore the Shared Exhibition

15:30

Joint Closing Customer Keynote: Thinking Like a Startup: Digital Supply Chain and Operations at VALE
• The relevant problems we are trying to solve
• How AI is reshaping the business
• Digital business optimization versus digital business transformation
• A design-led innovation approach
• The key elements of this transformation: people and attitudes
Hélio Mosquim, VALE

16:10

Wrap-Up, Closing Reflections and Thoughts for the Future
Eckhardt Siess, SAP

16:30

Close of the Conference

Transform Asset Management
with SAP® Software
Matthew Easlea, SAP

Maintenance and Resource
Scheduling with SAP S/4HANA
Steffen Zell, SAP

The Value of Blockchain for
Business Enterprises
Torsten Zube, SAP

How to Empower Business Users
Via Self-Service Analytics and
Machine Learning
Dr. Stojan Maleschlijski and
Dr. Dimitrios Lyras, SAP
High-Speed, Low-Risk Market
Launch of New Digital Services
with SAP IoT Application
Enablement
Nicolas Liebau, SAP

Partner Microforums
Day 1
We are delighted to announce the partner microforum and demo schedule for the co-located International SAP Conferences for
Building Materials; Chemicals; Forest Products, Paper and Packaging, Mining and Metals. These specially tailored sessions will
take place during the morning, lunch and afternoon breaks so feel free to grab a coffee and attend these microforums and demos to gain additional insight and experience.
Time

Microforum Theater 1

Microforum Theater 2

11:00 – 11:30

Digitalization in the Process Industry: Versatile,
Better, and Faster
• A digital attacker model for the chemicals industry
• Adaption of SAP S/4HANA
• Agile project methodology within agile businesses
Götz Erhardt, Accenture

Accelerating the HANA Implementation for Metals
and Mining
• Metals and Mining industry challenges and views
• The IBM and SAP partnership
• PoV, coverage and components of the IMPACT
Solution
• Overview of the innovative solutions in Metals and
Mining
• Key solutions overview i.e. blending optimizer, IoT
solutions
• Next steps
Niraj Ranjan Sharma, IBM

12:45 – 13:15

The Vertical Integration of Production and Lab
Data with SAP Leonardo IoT Capabilities – The
Connected Lab
• Explore the connected lab – an application
supporting vertical integration for chemical
manufacturing and quality management that
leverages SAP Leonardo IoT running on SAP Cloud
Platform
• Learn how the digital twin represents the automation
level and integration of production and lab data
• Discover how the notification of “unexpected results”
supports digital risk management in real time and full
visibility, and how root-cause analysis drives process
improvements
Dr. Dieter Genske, iCD
Thomas Haendly, enowa AG

Delivering Environmental and Social Performance
Through InfoScope
• “Mining with principles” and your “social license to
operate”
• Enterprise land management – ensuring
compliance and delivering outcomes
• Geospatial intelligence for land use approvals and
permits
• High environmental and social performance
through InfoScope
Navin Nirmalrajan, K2fly Ltd.

15:15 – 15:45

Digital Integrated Business Planning – Shooting for
Planning Perfection
• Learn how you can align all quantity and value
planning activities with one company goal
• Explore utilizing advanced digital technology to drive
and support the alignment process
• Achieve significant EBIT impact
Michael Bick, EY

Where Should Forest Products and Paper Firms
Begin Their Digital Transformation?
• What is happening in the pulp and paper industry?
• Value drivers for transformation
• Leadership, high quality analytics, and information
• Digital transformation – Is it both evolution and
change?
• How to get started?
Gaurav Helaiya, IBM

Partner Microforums
Day 2
Time

Microforum Theater 1

11:00 – 11:30

Top Floor to Shop Floor – Manufacturing in the
Mill Industry
• Smart manufacturing through integrated planning
• Optimizing the entire production chain
• Track-and-trace functionality with integrated
production confirmations
• Remote automation, which is now available in paper
mills
• The steps to operational excellence through real-time
KPIs
• Maximizing manufacturing productivity with a digital
twin
Karl Fuchs and Thomas Blöchl, T.CON GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany

12:45 – 13:15

Tool Life Cycle Management with VCPowerPack
• Overview and Specifications
• Implementation approach and considerations:
• Ordering/ re-ordering
• Quality checks/ Production
• Invoicing
• Tooling portal enhancements and setup
Patrick Fichtner, AICOMP

Microforum Theater 2

The Perfect Plant: The Future of SAP Plant
Maintenance in the New Paradigm of IoT and
Artificial Intelligence
• A Maintenance Paradigm Shift: IoT and Artificial
Intelligence
• Is the perfect plant possible?
• Who is Sigga?
• The Sigga Solution
Romeu Sciotta, Sigga Workforce Technologies

Partner Demos
Day 1
Our sponsoring partners will be delivering 10 minute quick fire demos at their booths during the course of the conference. All delegates are invited to join in order to gain better insight into innovative solutions, apps and methodologies. Experience new software first hand, ask your questions and takeaway key learnings.
Title

Time

Speaker

11:00 – 11:10

Value Generation from Accenture Apps on SAP
Cloud Platform

Erik Hellemans, Accenture

11:20 – 11:30

Enterprise Collaboration in Mining Operations

Anthony Fraser, RPM

12:30 – 12:40

InfoScope Enterprise Land Management – Delivering
on Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG)

Navin Nirmalrajan, K2fly

12:50 – 13:00

Optimizing your SAP Software Implementation in
Metals and Mining

Niraj Sharma, IBM

13:10 – 13:20

Blockchain and IoT – A Supply Chain Use Case

Sascha Müller, EY

15:10 – 15:20

The Harmonized European Product Notification –
The New PCN Format

Christian Pöner, Helasoft GmbH

15:30 – 15: 40

Chemical Manufacturing 4.0 – IoT Innovations by
iCD. and enowa

Dr. Dieter Genske, iCD and Thomas Haendly, enowa

15:50 – 16:00

T.CON Smart for Mill – Five Key Elements of a Sophisticated Manufacturing Solution

Sasa Mihajlovic and Peter Flieher, T.CON GmbH &
Co. KG

Partner Demos
Day 2
Time

Title

Speaker

11:00 – 11:10

The Sigga Solution: A Live Demo

Romeu Sciotta, Sigga

11:20 – 11:30

CPQ in Cloud and Mobile

Sascha Rauhe, AICOMP

12:30 – 12:40

Industry Data Unleashed – SCP and CDE as Architectural Game-Changers

Bernhard Rumpl, Tieto Oyj

12:50 – 13:00

Composite Print Automation with LP. Composer and
Embedded PP/DS

Michael Lauterbach, Dr. Lauterbach & Partner

13.10 – 13:20

Accenture Intelligent Enterprise Platform for Mining
and Metals SAP S/4HANA Migration

Andrew Zoryk, Accenture

Gold Sponsors

Welcome from our Event Series Diamond Sponsor

Accenture
Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy,

Dr. Lauterbach
& Partner
consulting,
digital,GmbH
technology and operations. Combining unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40

Dr. Lauterbach & Partner GmbH

industries and all business functions – underpinned by the world’s largest delivery network – Accenture works at the intersection
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1992
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Solution Suite
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

ORDER ACQUISITION &
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING & PRODUCTION
PREPARATION

MATERIAL & WAREHOUSE
MANAGEMENT

PRODUCTION &
QUALITY INSPECTION

TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING & SHIPPING

INDUSTRY PRESETS

INTEGRATION FRAMEWORK

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

HUMAN RESOURCES

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

FINANCE & CONTROLLING

As a longtime SAP partner and drawing on over 25 years of industry expertise, LP launched “Innovation
Circle,” a print and packaging community to work together with leading companies in the industry.
For more information, visit www.dr-lauterbach.de

As a longtime SAP partner and drawing on over 25 years of industry expertise, LP launched “Innovation
Circle,” a print and packaging community to work together with leading companies in the industry.
For more information, visit www.dr-lauterbach.de

Gold Sponsors
IBM
IBM combines technology leadership with industry know-how, proven solutions, and a partnership with SAP that delivers business results to its clients. IBM’s unique capabilities help clients
advance their company strategies and business performance through the effective application
of digital transformation solutions. Included are Enterprise-as-a-Service, cognitive and artificial
intelligence, the Internet of Things, blockchain, and high-performance and quantum computing
solutions. Our industry solutions span the entire value chain and cover all critical business
needs all on highly secure platforms.
For more information, visit www.ibm.com/industries

Tieto
Disruptive forces are reshaping markets across all industries. Forest products, paper, and packaging (FPPP) companies operate in an extremely competitive market in which business success increasingly relies on adaptive business models. To remain relevant in tomorrow’s market
environment, FPPP companies must renew their businesses by focusing on increasing flexibility and expanding their capabilities.
FPPP companies need especially to optimise, automate, and harmonise production processes
while capitalising on hidden value potential. They much digitalize to turn process insight into future business value. Tieto Integrated Production Solution (TIPS/4) is a framework built to support the digital transformation journey of production-based companies. It is designed around
an SAP® software backbone and optimised for industry-specific needs to enable differentiation
based on a standardised, cost-effective foundation. It addresses both business needs and IT
challenges while providing full integration and supporting flexible ecosystems.
Tieto Corporation has accumulated know-how in the FPPP domain for almost half a century
and continues to invest in technology-driven innovation. With a strong role in the industry ecosystems, we use our software and consulting capabilities to create tools and services that help
industries renew their businesses. By capturing the opportunities of modernisation, digitalization, and innovation, we foster new opportunities as a trusted partner.
Tieto aims to take advantage of the significant opportunities of the data-driven world by turning them into lifelong value for people, businesses, and society. We aim to be customers’ first
choice for business renewal by combining our software and services capabilities with a strong
drive for co-innovation and ecosystems.
For more information, visit www.tieto.com

Silver Sponsors
Greycon Ltd
Greycon Ltd is the leading provider of supply chain planning and optimization, production planning, scheduling, and manufacturing execution systems designed specifically for companies
active in complex roll-based and flat-sheet material production. Greycon’s strength is its extensive range of specialist software solutions, underpinned by powerful optimization algorithms.
Its team is experienced in plastic films, flexible packaging, nonwovens, metals, converting, and
paper and board industries.
Companies in these industries are compelled to lower costs, improve production and supply
chain efficiency, and increase customer service in terms of delivery accuracy, reliability, visibility, and shorter lead times. By improving their performance in these areas, the most successful
enterprises are forcing their competitors to follow suit.
Greycon’s strength is in providing a suite of solutions that:
Understands the complexity of roll-based and flat-sheet material production
Seamlessly integrates bidirectional planning and execution
Generates optimized block schedules
Optimizes performance and reduces production waste
For more information, visit www.greycon.com

Helasoft
HELASOFT GmbH was founded in 2011 as a start-up consultancy covering the SAP® Environment, Health, and Safety Management application; the SAP Audit Management application; the
SAP Product Lifecycle Management application; and the SAP Sustainability Performance Management analytic application. Headquarters are in Hamburg, with subsidiaries in India, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
Today, HELASOFT is a recognized expert in SAP Environment, Health and Safety Management
and the SAP Recipe Management application, as well as in SAP software that supports product
safety and stewardship, regulatory compliance, and recipe development.
What is it about us that matters?
Helping our customers protect their employees and the general public is a goal HELASOFT
takes very seriously. We perform this through our highly trained employees, who are experts in
the areas of safety, environment, and sustainability in addition to being IT specialists.
We also understand the processes our customers rely on to manufacture, handle, sell, and ship
their products. That makes us the partner who can help our customers in the right way.
What makes HELASOFT different is that we have the chance to ensure that our kids and their
kids have a valuable environment to live in. Our job is our passion and our mandate. We pursues
its objectives with the knowledge that our success is worth the world to coming generations.
We know that all too often the goal is simply to invest the minimum needed to avoid penalties.
But even small steps in the right direction are steps in the right direction. And in the end, small
actions make big difference.
That’s why we matter.
For more information, visit www.helasoft.com

How to Register
Contact for Inquiries
Anna Chapell
T: +44 (0) 121 200 3810
F: +44 (0) 121 212 1623
E: a.chapell@tacook.com
To register online for this event,
please visit:
www.tacook.com/sapfpp

This event is organized by: T.A. Cook
Conferences in cooperation with SAP.
The registration fee includes access to
the event, lunch on all days,
refreshments, and the evening event, and
documentation material for download.
Please note that accommodation and
travel are not included in the registration
fee.

Registration Form
International SAP Conference
for Forest Products, Paper
and Packaging
I would like to register for the International SAP
Conference for Forest Products, Paper and Packaging
16-18 October, 2018, Prague, Czech Republic
(Please complete clearly in block capitals.)
First Name

Last Name

Company

Job Title

Industry Sector

Street

City, State

Zip Code, Postal Code

Fax to +44 (0)121 212 1623
or register online at:
www.tacook.com/sapfpp
Conference Venue
Clarion Congress Hotel Prague
Freyova 33
190 00 Prague
Czech Republic

Registration and Contact Office
T.A. Cook Conferences.
4th Floor, Mclaren Building
46 The Priory Queensway
Birmingham, B4 7LR, UK
T: +44 (0) 121 200 3810
E: info@tacook.com
Registered in England and Wales
Company Registration Number: 4263656

Event Fees
Type

Country

Phone

Early Bird

Standard

Conference Only

€ 1090

€ 1090

Half Day Workshop

€ 350

€ 350

Full Day Workshop

€ 690

€ 690

* All fees are subject to 23% VAT
** Early Bird Fee is valid until 24th August, 2018
NOTE: Payment should also be received by the deadline for the early bird discount to

Fax

E-mail

Date

Signature

apply.

Terms and Conditions

I wish to attend the following:
Two Day Conference (October 17-18)
Full Day Workshop (October 16 All Day):
W1

W2

W3

W4

Morning Half-Day Workshop (October 16 - A.M.):
W5

W6

W7

W8

Afternoon Half-Day Workshop (October 16 - P.M.):
W9

W10

W11

W12

Evening Event (October 17 - Open to conference registrants only)
Payment Method
Credit Card

Invoice

Further Information
I would like to receive Information and updates relevant to my field of interest
I am happy to share my details with the event’s sponsors and exhibitors
(Name, Job Title, Company Name and Country only)
I agree that TA Cook can transfer my personal data from this form to SAP SE,
Dietmar- Hopp-Allee 16, 69190 Walldorf, Germany, for the purpose of informing me
about SAP’s latest products, service offers and events by:
E-mail

Telephone

Both

I agree that SAP may share my information with the SAP Group in order that they
also may send additional marketing-related communications to me. SAP privacy
statement can be found here www.sap.com/about/legal/privacy.html

Registration Cancellation and Substitutions
Cancellations must be made in writing at least two weeks before the beginning of the
event. In this case we will charge a processing fee of £175.00, €200.00 or $250.00 dependent on the currency of the event that you have registered for. Cancellations received less
than two weeks before the event will be liable for the full registration fee. This also applies
to registrants who do not attend the event. If a participant cannot attend for whatever reason, it is of course possible to nominate a substitution. Substitutions must be received in
writing, must be addressed to the registration office and must include the names of both
the original and the substitute registrants. We reserve the right to cancel your registration
or refuse access to the event.
Payment Participation in an event is only possible if payment has already been received,
or if it is submitted at the event via credit card payment or bankers draft/cheque. Please
note that non-attendance for any reason is subject to the cancellation terms laid out
above.
Liability You agree to indemnify and hold T.A. Cook Consultants and its business lines
harmless against any and all loss, liability, damage, costs, expense, claims, proceedings
and actions arising out of any negligent act or omission of client or their representatives;
including any breach of these terms and conditions. The attendee is responsible for arranging appropriate insurance cover in connection with their attendance at this event, including prevention, postponement or abandonment. T.A. Cook and its business lines cannot be held liable for any loss, liability or damage to personal property. T.A. Cook and its
business lines are not liable for damages due to technical malfunctions that may occur.
We bear no responsibility if it is necessary to exchange, cancel, modify or postpone an
event due to an unforeseen event or act of God, including, but not limited to, armed conflict, civil unrest, terrorist threats, natural disasters, severe weather, significant influence
on transport.
Organisers’ Changes We reserve the right to make changes to the event programme or
to cancel the event in the case of insufficient delegate numbers. In this case, the delegate
attendance fee will be refunded in full, though we are not liable for any further costs incurred by delegates in connection with their attendance. We do our best to ensure all presentations are available for electronic download, but in some cases, cannot guarantee
that speakers will make their presentations available for sharing post-conference.
Data Policy By registering for this event, you grant us permission to use your data to fulfil our contractual obligation towards you. If this is the first time you are registering for an
event with us your details will be held on our internal database for this purpose only, and
will not be included in future marketing unless your consent is provided. If you have an existing relationship with us, you can access your profile information at any time to update
your marketing preferences or to unsubscribe. We will share your details as part of our
participant lists to delegates and speakers before or onsite at the event. If you object to
this data sharing, please notify us by email data@tacook.com. Your data may also be
shared with third parties to fulfil our contractual obligations to you. We will only supply
your information to event partners and sponsors if your explicit consent is given. For further information, please visit www.tacevents.com/uk/privacy-cookie-policy/
Governing Law/Place of Jurisdiction/Place of Performance
(1) The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is solely applicable.
Application of the UN Convention on Contracts is expressly excluded.
(2) The place of jurisdiction is Berlin.
(3) The place of performance is announced event location
Video and Photography
We plan to take photographs and video material at the event and reproduce them in educational, news or promotional material, whether in print, electronic or other media, including event websites. All photos and videos become the property of T.A. Cook. These
may be displayed, distributed or used by T.A. Cook for any purpose. You have every right
to opt-out of having your photograph taken. Please contact us at info@tacook.com for
more information.
VAT Number: CZ682019389

I have read and agreed to the general terms and conditions,
Privacy & Cookie Policy, and above terms of cancellation

